
            Priority Inbox 

Get through your email faster  

Email is great, except when there’s too much of it. Priority Inbox automatically identifies your important email 
and separates it out from everything else, so you can focus on what really matters.  
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Priority Inbox overview 

Priority Inbox can help save you time if you’re overwhelmed with the amount of email you get. It attempts to 
automatically identify your important incoming messages and separates them out from everything else. Gmail 
uses a variety of signals to prioritize your incoming messages, including who you’ve emailed and chatted with 
most and which keywords appear frequently in the messages you opened recently. 

When you click the Priority Inbox navigation link on the left-hand side of your mail, you’ll see messages grouped 
in three sections: Important and unread, Starred, and Everything else. 

If Priority Inbox mistakes an email as important or doesn’t flag one that’s important to you, you can teach it to 
make better selections. Just select the message in question, and click the “mark as important” or “mark as not 
important” button; they’re the buttons with plus and minus icons just to the left of the Move to and Labels 
drop-down menus.  

When you mark a message as not important, it will move out of the Important section. Over time Priority Inbox 
will learn what’s important to you and incorporate the feedback you give via these buttons. 

Note: Priority Inbox is not fully available in Gmail on a mobile device 

Limited support is currently available if you access: 

 Gmail (gmail.com) in the web browser on Android or Apple devices, in English only  View 
messages under the 'Important' label. 

 Gmail using in the built-in email program (IMAP or Google Sync) on most devices  View messages 
under the 'Important' label. 

 The 'Gmail' app on Android devices, app version 2.3 or later only  View messages under the 
'Important' label. 

Support for Priority Inbox is otherwise not available on mobile devices at this time. 

4 ways to use Priority Inbox 

1. Create custom importance filters. If there are certain senders or keywords that you always want to be 
marked important (or not), you can set up a filter to always or never mark those messages as important. 

2. Create your own labels for different categories and show those in the different sections. You can 
customize up to 3 sections to show whichever labels you choose. For example, you can put all the 
messages from your family in one section, all the messages from your friends in another, and all the 
messages from your coworkers in another. You can customize your sections to show whichever labels 
you want, just click on the title of the section you’d like to change, select More options... and choose a 
label. 

3. Only look at the important messages and check out everything else later.  Only want to see important 
messages in Priority Inbox? Go to the Priority Inbox tab in Settings and change the top section to 
‘Important’ and remove the middle section. When you go back to Priority Inbox, you’ll have only two 
sections: ‘Important’ and ‘Everything else.’ If you want to get rid of everything else, just click on the 
minus sign to the left of Everything else to minimize that section. 

4. Get back on track when you come back from vacation. Ever get back from a relaxing vacation only to be 
overwhelmed by your inbox? You can use the View All link in the Important and Unread section to focus 
only on your important messages first. Once you’ve gone through all of your important mail, you can 
scan everything else. 
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Tips for getting comfortable with Priority Inbox Here are a few tips for using Priority Inbox: 

 Check your regular Inbox or your Everything else section every once in a while, to make sure that Gmail 
didn’t miss an important message. If it did, just use the ‘important’ button to help teach Gmail what you 
care about most. 

 Find a configuration that works best for you. If you don’t trust Gmail’s importance ranking quite yet, try 
setting the top section to show all unread messages, the middle section to show important messages, and 
the bottom section to show everything else. That way all of your unread messages will be grouped together, 
and you can decide whether Gmail is correctly identifying your important messages. 

 Too timid to take the plunge? Some people find that just using their regular Inbox and training the system 
from there is a good way to get Gmail to learn what’s important to them without diving into Priority Inbox 
right away. Once you think Gmail is doing a good job identifying important messages, come back to Priority 
Inbox and check it out. 

Show/don't show Priority Inbox 

If you don’t want to use Priority Inbox now, follow these steps: 

 Click Settings and select the Priority Inbox tab. 

 Click Do not show Priority Inbox. 

 Click Save. 

How Priority Inbox works 

Automatically determining importance To predict which of your incoming messages are important, Gmail 
automatically takes into account a number of signals, including: 

 Who you email (For example, if you email Bob a lot, it’s likely that messages from Bob are important.) 

 Which messages you open (Messages you open are likely more important than those you skip over.) 

 What keywords spark your interest (If you always read messages about soccer, a new message that contains 
those same soccer words is more likely to be important.) 

 Which messages you reply to (If you always reply to messages from your mom, messages she sends you are 
likely to be important.) 

 Your recent use of stars, archive and delete (Messages you star are probably more important than messages 
you archive without opening.) 

Training  Email importance ranking works best for people who receive a lot of email. If you don’t receive tens or 
hundreds of messages a day (or even if you do!), you can help train Gmail to classify your important messages 
more accurately using the important and not important buttons. If a certain type of message isn’t getting 
classified correctly, use the buttons or create a filter. 

Using the ‘important’ and ‘not important’ buttons : 

Select the misclassified message, and click the “mark as important” or “mark as not important” button. When 
you mark a message, it will move to the appropriate section. This will help Priority Inbox learn what you care 
about most. 
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 If you correct a large number of messages that Gmail classified incorrectly, the amount of mail that gets 
categorized as important or unimportant (depending on the mistakes you’re correcting) will decrease within 
minutes. 

 If you consistently mark a particular sender or mailing list as important or not important, Gmail will adjust to 
mark that sender as always or never important within a day or so. 

Importance markers in Priority Inbox 

Priority Inbox displays different colored arrows to indicate different types of messages. A yellow arrow means 
that a message is important and unread. A gray marker means that the message is important and read or 
archived. A message Gmail has classified as unimportant has no marker. 

If you prefer, you can hide these markers. Just go to the Priority Inbox tab of your Gmail settings and select the 
No markers option in the Importance markers section. 

Gmail treats these markers like labels, so you can search for messages that are important by using the search 
operator ‘is:important’ 

You can choose to see Priority Inbox by selecting Show Priority Inbox 

Using filters with Priority Inbox 

You can use filters in Gmail to always or never mark a certain type of message as important. For example, if you 
want to make sure all messages from a certain sender are marked important, create a filter for messages from 
that sender, and select Always mark as important. 

Also, by default, messages that you automatically archive with filters will not appear in your inbox, even if 
Priority Inbox marks them as important. In other words, if you rely on filters to automatically archive certain 
messages, your filtering system will still work. 

However, you can have Priority Inbox show important messages that your filters would otherwise archive. To 
allow Gmail to put important archived messages back in your inbox, follow these steps: 

 Click Settings and select the Priority Inbox tab. 

 In the Filtered mail section, choose Override filters. 

 Click Save when you’re done. 

Customizing Priority Inbox sections 
By default, Priority Inbox organizes your messages into three main sections: 

 Important and unread contains messages that Gmail thinks are important that you haven’t read yet. 

 Starred shows messages in your inbox that you’ve starred. 

 Everything else shows messages that are in your inbox but are not included in the other two sections. 

If you’d like, you can customize these sections. You can choose to show different types of messages in each 
section, to set maximum sizes for each section, and to hide or add a section altogether. There are two different 
ways to customize your sections: you can go to Settings, or customize them right from the inline menus. 

To customize in Settings, follow these steps: 
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 Click Settings and select the Priority Inbox tab. 

 In the Customize inbox groups section, select the options that you’d like. 

 Click Save when you’re done. 

To customize using the inline menus, follow these steps: 

 Click on the title of the section you’d like to customize (e.g. Important and Unread) 

Select the options you’d like for that section. 

Settings and options 

Priority Inbox has a number of options for customization. You can find most of these by clicking the Settings link 
in the upper-right corner of Gmail, and selecting the Priority Inbox tab. Here’s an overview of the choices you 
can make there: 

 

Default inbox Allows you to choose what you’ll see when you open Gmail. You can have the default view be 
Priority Inbox, your regular inbox, or whichever view you were on when you were last in Gmail. 

Priority Inbox sections You can customize up to four priority inbox sections; just select the options you’d like. 

This lets you define what groups of messages that you’d like to show in Priority Inbox.   

Filtered mail If you already use filters to help you identify which messages are most important to you, Priority 
Inbox will respect your filtering system -- in other words, it will not show messages your filters specify should 
skip your inbox. If you want, you can have Priority Inbox show messages that would otherwise skip your inbox: 
just select the option in the Filtered mail section that works for you. 

Importance markers Select Show markers or No markers in the Importance markers section to turn the colored 

arrows on or off.    

Show Priority Inbox To see Priority Inbox, just select Show Priority Inbox. If you would like to not see Priority 
Inbox select Do not show Priority Inbox. 
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Searching Priority Inbox sections 

To Search within messages that Priority Inbox considers important, use is:important or label:important in your 
search critieria. 

Example: is:important from:janet 

Meaning: Messages from Janet that were marked as important by Priority Inbox 


